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Outgoing President’s Message
By: John D. Thompson, Desalination Company of Trinidad & Tobago Ltd.
With pleasure I am handing over to Shawn
Meyer-Steele who has been elected President of
CaribDA for June 2018 to June 2020. Shawn has
done a tremendous job in forming and leading the
CaribDA Humanitarian Committee over the last
two years.
The election was finalized at the May/June CaribDA
conference in Curaçao following votes for the
directors of CaribDA by the Membership. The
Curaçao conference was very successful with an
interesting range of topics and speakers plus being
pleasantly located at a luxury beach resort and with

some entertaining off-site activities. My great
thanks to Manuel Pereira (a past CaribDA
President) who was the conference chairman and
major organizer and who has now stepped down as
a CaribDA director after serving successfully for
many years. Great thanks also to TEAM (headed by
Janet Jaworski) who provide CaribDA with
administrative support and who administered the
conference superbly.
I now look forward to Shawn leading CaribDA
forward successfully to greater membership and
more activities which I will happily support.
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Incoming President's Message
By: Shawn Meyer-Steele, H2OProfessionals, LLC
Dear CaribDA members and friendsOn behalf of the 2018-2019 term board of
directors, I’d like to thank you all for placing your
confidence in us to effectively lead our
organization. I’d personally also like to thank the
CaribDA directors for electing Karlene Singh and
myself as this term’s vice president and president.
Please join me in welcoming the 2018-2019 term
directors, whom I believe are a very dynamic and
committed board. We have expanded the number
of directors this term from 9 to 11 to increase
participation and better represent the membership.
I’d like to thank you all for making our recently
completed congress on Curacao a great success,
thanks in so small part to outgoing board member
Manuel Pereira, the Program Committee and Janet
Jaworski (CaribDA’s administrative director) and
her TEAM. To date we have received very
favorable feedback but continue to strive to
increase the value and improve the contact of our
events so welcome all comments and feedback,
both positive and negative.
The Program
Committee and the Technical Transfer
Committees are already hard at work planning our
next Workshops and Conference so please do
reach out to any director with your ideas and
suggestions on topics, venues, content, etc.. Link
to contact info: https://www.caribda.com/board-ofdirectors.

As CaribDA celebrates its ten year anniversary, we
look forward to the future in a field that continues
to evolve, develop and adapt to improving
technology I have found myself revisiting our
mission statement (below) to determine if we have
stayed true to our goals over the last 10 years and
what changes are required to be ready for the next
10. I believe we are meeting the goals that
CaribDA was founded under and we are
introducing new facets to help us grow and evolve.
In 2015, I prompted the formation of the Young
Leaders Program to help draw the next generation
of industry professionals into leadership positions in
CaribDA and I am pleased to say that two of our
most active board members were part of that
inaugural group and with their efforts the YLP
continues to flourish and attract younger members.
I also initiated the Humanitarian Committee in
2015 to help avail our greater Caribbean
community to the specialized skills and services
CaribDA members have to offer to address
humanitarian issues. It is gratifying that our small
organization has been able to help our neighbors
with efforts in Haiti, Dominica and Barbuda to date,
with the new HC actively planning how best to
continue to help going forward. I believe the
largest challenge before us is staying apace with
improvements and advances in our industry and
making that information and technology available to
our members. We are redoubling our efforts and
(Continued on page 2)
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President's Message
By: Shawn Meyer-Steele, H2OProfessionals, LLC
(Continued from page 1)

offerings for the technical transfer workshops with an expanded committee
and are actively seeking additional industry partners and associations.
CaribDA is your organization and our all volunteer board is here to serve
but we need your participation. So please consider joining the board in the
next term elections, joining one of the committee’s (contacts can be found
with the following link https://www.caribda.com/caridda-committee-chairs )
and by letting us know what you think.

“The Caribbean Desalination Association is committed to the development and
promotion of the appropriate use of desalination, desalination technology and water
reuse in the Caribbean region in particular. We endeavor to achieve these goals by
sharing desalination experiences, latest technological and regional advancements,
knowledge, resources and best practices. We will focus the region on all new
opportunities available to promote efficient and cost effective solutions for
desalination and water reuse and to achieve highest reliability and water quality.”

Letter from the Editor
By: Karlene Singh, Consolidated Water Co. Ltd.
Dear Members, we thank you for another successful Biennial
Conference held in May in Curacao, as CaribDA celebrated its 10th
anniversary. We already have begun planning many new activities and
events. We would like to welcome our returning Board Members as
well as welcome three new ones; Mario Mundo, Bob Oreskovich and
Justin Providence. We also are grateful for the support from all of
the members who have joined the various committees.
We hosted two Technical Workshops in the final quarter of 2018:
Pre-conference Workshop at CWWA’s Conference October 8,
Montego Bay, Jamaica and an Operator Training October 30-31,
Grand Cayman, Cayman Islands.
For our Member Spotlight in this issue we feature, Nick St. Georges,
whose story we hope you find as fascinating as we do. We also
feature Dr. Giancarlo Barassi, who won the Best Paper Award at our
recent conference. The Humanitarian Committee, now chaired by
Lauren Thomas, is gearing up to be able to respond quickly in the
event of another devastating storm. The YLP has also been busy
launching the internship/mentoring program and promoting the YLP
program overall.
As always, we invite you to join on of our Committees and welcome
your ideas for ways in which we can serve you best. We do hope
you enjoy this issue of the newsletter!
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CaribDA’s Biennial Conference 2018, Curaçao
By: Karlene Singh, Consolidated Water Co. Ltd.
CaribDA’s 10th Biennial Conference and Exposition held in May-June of this year was another great success! 128 delegates representing 15 countries
attended. With 26 speakers, there was a wide range of topics covered and as much discussion under the theme “New Initiatives on Integrated Water
Management”. Our exposition was well attended as well, with 23 exhibitors participating. The Santa Barbara Beach and Golf Resort was a beautiful location
and a welcomed retreat. We also congratulate Curacao on celebrating 90 years of desalination!
The best speaker award went to Giancarlo Barassi, Ph.D. of FEDCO with his interesting presentation on process optimization and cost analysis using their
two-stage dual turbocharger. Please read the special article in this issue covering his participation and presentation.
A fun evening event was spent at the Aquarium, which included an entertaining dolphin show and live entertainment and local dance talent. This was
followed by a bus tour of the city. The week closed with an informative plant tour of the RO-Sta. Santa Barbara facility. The conference end perfectly
with a charity hole-in-one golf competition held the top of the Tafelburg, a very scenic spot to view the calcium mining and the beautiful view below.
Hosted by the YLP, the money raised for the Humanitarian Committee was donated towards local educational programs focused on water.
We would like to thank each of you for supporting the event – it wouldn’t be a success without your participation. We continue to seek ways to improve
our events and very much appreciate the feedback of attendees, speakers, sponsors and exhibitors.
We are currently determining the location of our next event and look forward to releasing that next year!
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2018
A wa rd s

Student Best Poster presented to
_ _ by John Thompson

Best Presentation presented to
Giancarlo Barassi by John Thompson

Best Poster presented to
Dragan Tutic by John Thompson

Recognition & Service Award presented to
Manuel Pereira by John Thompson

Recognition & Service Award presented to
Shawn Meyer-Steele by John Thompson

Special Acknowledgement to
Chelly Pereira by John Thompson

Special Acknowledgement to
Bill Anderson by John Thompson

Presidential Award presented to
Manuel Pereira by John Thompson

Presidential Award presented to
Shawn Meyer-Steele by John Thompson

Presidential Award presented to
Mario Bento by John Thompson

Outgoing President Award presented to
Manuel Pereira by John Thompson
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CaribDA wishes to extend a special “Thank You” to all Sponsors and Exhibitors at its 6th Biennial Conference & Exhibition!

Click images to visit the sponsor’s webpage
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CaribDA’s 2018 Best Paper Award
By: Monica Boodhan, The University of Trinidad and Tobago
in collaboration with Dr. Giancarlo Barassi
Recipient: Dr. Giancarlo Barassi
Paper title: “High Recovery in SWRO using a multistage stage
dual turbocharger configuration: process optimization and cost
analysis”
About the Presentation
Dr. Barassi presented a joint paper on behalf of the Fluid
Equipment Development Company (FEDCO) team that focused on
CAPEX and OPEX savings using a Multistage Multi Turbo (MSMT)
configuration that has the capacity to recover energy and balance
the flux in the system. The presentation was inspired by the work
of a membrane manufacturer that installed brine conversion
systems in Japan, Spain and the Caribbean, in the 1990s. The brine
conversion system consisted of a skid that acted as second stage to
process the brine from a conventional SWRO skid thus attaining an
overall recovery of 60%. The increased recovery from 45 to 60%
resulted in a decrease in the feed flow by 33%, which consequently
led to a reduction in the size of the intake, pretreatment, brine
discharge line, and many other parts of the plant that are related to
the feed flow. Although the savings in CAPEX were significant and
documented, the interstage boosting was done with a pump which
contributed to a poor specific energy consumption (SEC) of the
RO section of the plant. The paper showed evidence of attaining
high recovery in SWRO with improved process performance,
better flux balance and polarization factors; whilst maintaining
energy efficient practices and obtaining SEC values comparable to
the best values in the current industry. The ultimate expected
outcome is the total water cost of SWRO projects should be
reduced between 10-20% making SWRO more affordable.
Biography at a Glance – Dr. Giancarlo Barassi
Dr. Giancarlo Barassi was the recipient of the best presentation
award at CaribDA’s 2018 Biennial Conference & Exposition that
was held from May 29th until June 01st, 2018, at the Santa Barbara
Beach and Golf Resort in Newport, Curaçao. Giancarlo is currently
a Sales Engineer at FEDCO-USA where he currently focuses on the
European Sales Market. Dr. Barassi is also a member of both
CaribDA and the International Desalination Association (IDA), and
currently serves on the Young Leaders’ Program (YLP) Committee
for the IDA. He studied at the University of Chile, where he
earned his Bachelor’s degree in Chemistry and then completed a
Ph.D. in Chemistry at the Victoria University of Wellington in New
Zealand. After completing his thesis, which focused on the selective
removal of heavy metals using adsorbent materials, Dr. Barassi
returned to Chile and started his own company where he gained
experience in design, commissioning and troubleshooting of RO
plants for Industrial, Agriculture and Hemodialysis applications.

Before joining the FEDCO-USA team, Giancarlo sold flagship
projects for Culligan, Voltea, and FEDCO in Chile and Peru.
Moreover, Dr. Barassi completed the International Reverse
Osmosis Certification from the IDA academy and a Graduate
Professional Diploma in Sanitation and Sanitary Engineering
(Sanitary Engineering Track) at UNESCO’s Institute for Water
Education.
CaribDA experience
“CaribDA’s 2018 Biennial Conference & Exposition was the perfect
conference. The series of events provided several platforms for
FEDCO to develop good networking relationships that allowed the
engagement of consultants, clients and end-users in the Caribbean
Region and beyond. The organization of the events was impeccable
from the moment we completed online registration until the end of
the conference. The FEDCO team had a fantastic experience and
thoroughly enjoyed the technical sessions where major brands in
the Caribbean Region and beyond presented their latest
advancements in the industry. As such, FEDCO fully intends to
support CaribDA’s 2020 Biennial Conference & Exposition.”

Interested in attending an upcoming
Workshop?
Be sure to bookmark the
CaribDA Event Calendar

CaribDA Event Calendar
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Like and Follow Us!

By: Monica Boodhan,
The University of Trinidad and Tobago
The University College of the Cayman Islands (UCCI) held its annual
STEM Camp during the week of August 20-24. The CaribDA YLP was
invited to do a presentation on Desalination for thirty students ranging
in ages from eight to thirteen. One of the YLP’s newest Committee
members, Ahmed Elsheshtawy, Engineeer – Water Production, Water
Authority Cayman (WAC), and YLP Co-Chair, Karlene Singh, Business
Development - Project Engineer Consolidated Water Co. Ltd.
(CWCO), did a joint presentation to teach the students about the
desalination process and where their water comes from on Grand
Cayman. The feedback on the presentation was very positive and the
information well received. UCCI’s Senior Lecturer Antoinette Gayle,
who was in charge of the camp, shared that “The CaribDA YLP has
been a kind sponsor to STEM activities at the UCCI for the past 2 years.
This association has allowed our students to interact with water
professionals and has given them opportunities to learn more about
desalination and water reuse here in the Cayman Islands and the wider
Caribbean. We hope to grow this relationship in the coming years and
look forward to working with CaribDA for the benefit of our students
and the wider community.”.

Contact us
Staying connected with the CaribDA
YLP is easy as we are active on various
social media platforms. Find us via our
Facebook page entitled “Caribbean
Desalination Association YLP Group”
and follow us on Instagram “CaribDA
Young Leaders Program”. Persons
interested in becoming members of the
YLP are encourages to contact the
co-chairs Monica Boodhan
(monicaboodhan@gmail.com) and
Karlene Singh (ksingh@cwco.com).

We want to hear from you!
Are you currently working on an exciting
project and would like to share your
findings/experiences with colleagues in your
area of specialization? Then we invite you
to submit a 250 word summary of your
work accompanied with pictures as
applicable for a chance to be featured in our
“YLP Spotlight”. Entries should be sent to
the YLP co-chairs Monica Boodhan and
Karlene Singh.

Click image
to view brochure
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Have You Met Nick?
By: Linda Zupon, Fluence Corporation LTD.
If you were in Curaçao this spring attending the CaribDA Biennial Conference, you may
remember meeting a high-energy young man whose life was just about to get turned upside
down with a move from Alberta, Canada to Barbados. Or maybe you recall a conversation
about a guy who raised thousands of dollars through GoFundMe and set out on his own to
respond to the emergency in the Caribbean following the hurricanes. Full of ambition, a deep
sense of adventure, and a very big heart, I would like to properly introduce you Nick
St-Georges.
Nick found his way into the water business after graduating with a degree in Civil Engineering.
Although his studies focused on structural engineering, he accepted a position with a firm in
the water/wastewater division and he hasn’t looked back. His work has brought him to Africa,
and all over the Caribbean Islands.
“Finding creative solutions to common water challenges proved to be a very rewarding line of
work and the demand continues to be paramount.”
Today, Nick is Vice President- International with Integrated Sustainability Consultants, a
consulting firm headquartered in Alberta, Canada providing collaborative engineering and
science solutions in the areas of water, waste and renewable energy.

In te g r a te d S u s ta i na bili ty in t he C a r ib be a n
The Caribbean region continues to face serious issues related to water, waste and
energy. These three factors often represent some of the largest costs associated with
running a business and are the foundation of running a society. Some of the common
issues plaguing the region include issues related to high percentages of non-revenue
water due to leaks in the water distribution system; untreated sewage polluting the
ocean and damaging coral reefs that in turn negatively impact tourism; and expensive/
dirty diesel generators producing the bulk of the electricity throughout the Caribbean.
Integrated Sustainability brings cutting edge solutions to water, waste and energy
challenges throughout the Caribbean region, which integrates green solutions into every
project they get involved in.
Integrated Sustainability won a significant project with the University of West Indies
(UWI) Open Campus in 2017 to complete conceptual designs for upgrades/expansions
of their sites in Belize, St. Kitts, Dominica and Trinidad. The scope included a full site
survey and creating Civil As-Built drawings; geotechnical investigations; assessment of
existing building conditions; an Environmental Social Impact Assessment; creating
mechanical/electrical and structural layout drawings of the existing buildings; and
creating conceptual design drawings of proposed upgrades and expansion efforts at each
site. Integrated Sustainability is the prime consultant and worked with a combination of
engineers, scientists and architects throughout the Caribbean and Canada to complete
this successful project. In fact, over 40% of the scope of work was provided by local
partnerships throughout the Caribbean. Integrated Sustainability strongly believes in
Capacity Building and prefers to partner with local consultants in projects throughout the Caribbean. Currently, the company is also
assisting Belize and Guyana with updating their National Adaptation Plans (NAP’s) as they respond to challenges related to climate change.
During his time working with UWI Open Campus, Nick observed a highly motivated younger generation who truly wants to move toward
sustainable energy solutions and a cleaner environment. More and more solar farms are popping up throughout the Caribbean; however,
Nick believes that solar isn’t always the best solution. Unless solar panels are installed on existing roof tops, it requires land area which is
always a concern when living on an island. Most of the islands are volcanic and therefore Nick believes that geothermal facilities need to be
a serious consideration. Geothermal facilities have their own challenges in the Caribbean, though. But Engineers are problem-solvers!
(Continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page 8)

“Much like Saudi Arabia can practically stick a straw in the sand to find oil, most of the Caribbean Islands have steam emanating from the
ground in certain locations, or boiling lakes. Geothermal power plants seem like an obvious solution that can also provide electricity to
neighboring islands, via under-ocean power cables. Among continued obvious water and sewage challenges that Integrated Sustainability
needs to continue to pursue, I am excited to form a Design-Build-Finance team that can tackle some of the energy solutions that are also
much needed throughout the islands. If energy prices were more affordable, perhaps constructing more desalination water facilities could be
more attractive.”
It was only a matter of time before Stuart Torr, President and CEO of Integrated Sustainability, was not satisfied with pursuing projects in
the Caribbean all the way from Canada. “Stuart tends to put both feet in when pursuing something he believes in,” said Nick, who was
approached a year ago to discuss the possibility of a relocation to the Caribbean so that existing relationships with local partners in the
region could be strengthened.

Mov ing t he Fa mi ly
Nick set his sights on Barbados for several reasons. Several businesses have
headquarters in the islands; Barbados is one of the only countries in the Caribbean
with a double taxation agreement with Canada; there are several direct flights from
Barbados to most of the other islands; and finally, Barbados has a relatively low risk
of being directly hit by a category 3-5 hurricane. Safety for his family was a huge
consideration when selecting an island to establish a new office.
Friends and family are a bit jealous of the St-Georges family. For most Canadians,
the Caribbean is the number one vacation destination. Certainly, Nick and his
family can expect a stream of visitors during cold Canadian winters.

Bo o t s o n the Gr ou n d

“As I write this, we are day #8 of being in
Barbados and still settling in. As beautiful as it is to
live in the Caribbean, moving your entire family,
including two young children, is not easy. We had
ironed out the logistics behind schooling and
accommodations before moving here but we are
still dealing with equally pressing issues such as
receiving our Work Permits for both my wife and
me. We also shipped a sea canister from Calgary,
Alberta on July 3rd and it is anticipated that this
sea can should arrive in Barbados on August 9th
but will require another week or more to
complete all the checks and balances with customs
agents. Regardless of these challenges, we are all
keeping a positive look ahead and are excited at
what the future has in store for us.”

When Hurricane Maria swept through the Caribbean in 2017, Nick couldn’t sit still.
He was heartbroken to hear that Dominica sustained a direct hit and the country
was completely devastated. He reached out to several organizations to ask how he
could help, but they struggled to give him direction since he lived so far away.
That’s when he decided to create his own plan, which started with reaching out to his contacts in Dominica to ask what they needed.

“I learned that most of the roofs had been damaged or demolished. Access to supplies, especially tarps, were difficult to impossible to find.
The entire country was without power and clean drinking water. Neighboring streams and rivers were contaminated with debris, broken
sewage lines and dead animals. It was truly dire.”
He compiled a list of emergency relief items he could easily fit inside luggage. His list included tarps, dehydrated food packs, solar LED
lights, portable solar panels that connect to rechargeable batteries, mosquito nets, water
purification systems driven by hand pumps including chlorine drops, hand tools and
construction materials, cleaning supplies, hand sanitizers and more. Then he started a GoFundMe page and reached out to his contacts, family, friends, and coworkers, and raised several thousand dollars to buy the supplies. He packed everything into four large duffle bags
and took two weeks off from work to fly down to St. Lucia where he boarded a ferry that
took him to Dominica.
He coordinated his efforts with the UWI Open Campus, since he was working with them on
a project at the time. They reached out to their other campuses in other countries such as
Barbados and St. Lucia and organized a huge emergency relief effort that included donating a
variety of supplies (food, water, and other basic needs) to be shipped to Dominica. Nick
assisted in offloading and distributing these supplies to the students and helped rebuild a
variety of roofs. The work was completed in unbearable heat, with shade trees having been
all swept away with hurricane winds.
“Traveling from a cool, dry environment to the polar opposite condition was a true shock, but during
my time in Dominica I was able to appreciate just how dire the situation was after hurricane Maria.”
(Continued on page 10)
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Th e H uma ni ta r i a n C om mi tt ee
Ever since Nick and his family, including two young children, moved to Barbados he’s never
been more motivated to try to help others who might be in need, and keep his family safe
during this hurricane season. Due to climate change, extremes in weather patterns seem to
be the new norm. It’s not a matter of “if”, but “when” the next big hurricane will visit the
region.
So, there’s another thing you need to know about Nick: he has accepted the position of Vice
Chairperson on the Humanitarian Committee for CaribDA. He brings a lot of leadership
experience to this roll, including a real sense of how to provide effective help to the people
who need it. Under the leadership of Lauren Thomas, the Humanitarian Committee is
already making plans to amp up fundraising, join forces with other humanitarian groups, and
put things in place now so in the face of another disaster, CaribDA will be prepared to help
in real time, in meaningful ways. With fourteen members on the committee, there are a
wide variety of skills and strengths represented. But word on the street is that they can
always use more help. If you are interested in joining Nick and Lauren and the rest of the
team as they continue the work of the past committee Chair, Shawn Meyer-Steele, you can
reach Nick directly via email at nick.stgeorges@integratedsustainability.ca.
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Humanitarian Committee Update
Lauren Thomas, Humanitarian Committee Chair
CaribDA’s Humanitarian Committee, formed in 2016 under the
leadership of Shawn Meyer Steele, continues to remain poised to
join relief efforts in the event of a catastrophe in the region.
Although the 2018 Hurricane Season is almost behind us without
incident, the committee has been continuously working to
ensure our ability to offer disaster response services by
organizing the committee into three teams; coordination/
logistics, equipment procurement, and boots on the ground. In
order to execute successfully on any humanitarian initiative, it is
important to identify the strengths of the volunteers, and this
advanced coordination of teams is expected to strengthen our
capacity to respond when needed. While we stand ready to
serve, we are also continuing to work on strengthening our
existing partnerships in the Region and have also reached out to
new potential partners who can help facilitate the movement of
equipment and manpower across a large Territory spanning 32
Countries.
In addition to Disaster Response, the committee has thoughtfully
agreed that there are a few other on-going initiatives that we can
take on responsibly as a way to give back and also elevate
CaribDA’s profile in the region. First, as a show of good
Caribbean citizenship, and under the guidance of our Co-Chair,
Nick St. Georges, the committee has agreed endeavor to
proactively build emergency kits that will be distributed to
partners around the region in Countries that are most likely to
be impacted by natural disasters. We will be working to connect
with suppliers who can provide donated items and discounted
pricing on the materials needed to fill the kits, including but not

Interested in being a part of the
CaribDA Humanitarian Committee?
Contact Lauren Thomas at :
lauren@swellmarketingservices.com

Interested in attending an upcoming Workshop?
Be sure to bookmark the
CaribDA Event Calendar

https://www.caribda.com/calendar

limited to: non-perishable food, small water treatment
equipment, solar lights/batteries, insect repellants, first aid kit,
small tools and useful materials, etc. Outside of donated or
discounted items, we will be raising funds to help facilitate the
purchase of materials for the kits. Secondly, the committee has
also decided that Community Outreach is equally as important as
disaster response in the Caribbean. We will begin devising plans
to get involved at the local level to assist in the development of
community awareness campaigns focused on conservation, we
will seek opportunities to provide educational presentations in
the schools, and we will also endeavor to participate in World
Water Day and Earth Day Events.
Soon, members and visitors to the CaribDA website will have
ability to make donations to support the initiatives outlined
above, and we would certainly appreciate any support your and/
or your organization can offer. If you live in the Caribbean and
would like to be involved in any of the local activities mentioned
above, please let us know, we will be reaching out for local
support to ensure our success.
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CARILEC & InCarib Announce a New Partnership
The Caribbean Electric Utilities Corporation
(CARILEC) and InCarib.net announce a new
partnership to ensure improved access to
infrastructure suppliers across the region for
sustainable energy development and disaster
response services.
As the premier association of Energy Service
Providers and their partners, facilitating the
development of world-class sustainable electric
solutions in the Caribbean Region. CARILEC strives
to enhance the effectiveness of its members by
providing industry related services, creating regular
networking, training and knowledge sharing
opportunities; supporting mutual assistance programs
and accelerating the region’s energy sector transition
through innovation and advocacy. InCarib.net is the
definitive directory of infrastructure suppliers
dedicated to enabling, sustaining and enhancing
Caribbean living conditions.
The two organizations share an objective of
attracting and promoting service providers that have
a regional focus on sustainable infrastructure solutions. CARILEC and InCarib.net will work together to improve access, increase
interaction and share knowledge between power and energy
infrastructure suppliers and decision makers across the region.
“CARILEC felt that this was a useful partnership because primarily
we believe that fostering collaboration is a critical aspect of the way
forward, and in particular, cross-sectoral collaboration.” Dr. Cletus
Bertin, Executive Director, CARILEC.
To read the entire Press Release
www.carilec.org/news/details/328

Click

here:

https://

To learn more about InCarib explore our website www.InCarib.net.
For information on registration contact Lauren Thomas at 340-7750550.

Mourning the Passing of Ivan Rodrigues, Manager of
Business Unit of the Antigua Public Utilities
New desal plant for Ragged Island Bahamas:
Authority (APUA)
The Water and Sewerage Corporation is in the process of procuring a

Industry News: Articles of Interest



solarized reverse osmosis plant for Ragged Island, WSC Chairman Adrian
Gibson told The Tribune... Read More
 Fluence (member) enters hotel Industry in Bahamas

Fluence awarded its first Build Own Operate Transfer (BOOT) project
for a resort - Three Smart Packaged NIROBOX™ units to be deployed
in North Bimini, Bahamas - Short implementation timeline with
commissioning expected by year end... Read More
 Puerto Rico - project to design and optimize metering infrastructure:

Some 30 companies have expressed their interest in the proposed
$300 million design and optimization of the Puerto Rico... Read More
 InCarib.net (member)

Digital directory allowing companies to identify themselves as
solution providers across different Caribbean locations and sectors
of infrastructure... Read More

The Caribbean community was
shocked and saddened by the
sudden passing of Mr. Ivan
Rodrigues on Saturday, June 9,
2018. Mr. Rodrigues was a
Member of the Board of
Directors for CAWASA, and
President Elect for the
Caribbean Water and Wastewater Association, and he
had numerous regional and international connections. He
was admired and respected by all, and is remembered as
a soft-spoken effective leader and dedicated professional.
He is survived by his wife and two sons. According to the
Antigua News Room, as of June 14, Mr. Ian Lewis has
filled the role as acting APUA Water Manager.

Conference Highlights - Montego Bay, Jamaica
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CWWA 2018 Conference in Montego Bay – Jamaica Recap
By: Liliana Munoz, IDE Technologies
We had a very successful CWWA 2018
Conference in the beautiful island of
Jamaica!

Wastewater Treatment Plant, Jamaica
Public Service Company facility and NWC
Martha Brae Water Treatment.

CaribDA started on the first day with the
Pre-Conference Workshop – “RO Design
and Operating Costs” with over 25
attendees who later were commenting
about the Good technical content, and how
its format allowed for collaboration and
discussion between the participants and the
presenters.

The social program was carefully prepared
and executed. We had a lovely welcome
reception at the Hilton Rose Hall Resort
where Prime Minister, Andrew Holness,
delivered the keynote address at the
opening ceremony before the exhibition hall
ribbon-cutting on Monday, October 8.

The main conference had about 400
participants from several countries including
Canada, USA, UK, , Israel, Mexico, and 17
countries from the Caribbean and St. Kitts
among others. There were over 70
technical presentations, 67 exhibition
booths and several technical tours on the
last day of the conference to the Bogue

The level of quality of the presentations and
interactions was deemed to be excellent by
those in attendance. The presentations
included topics on planning for climate
variability; waste management; climate
resilient infrastructure & non-revenue
water; as well as the change agent for water
& waste management among many other
interesting ones.

Some of the outstanding speakers included
Ronald Jackson (Executive Director of the
Caribbean Disaster Emergency Management
Agency (CDEMA), Therese Turner-Jones
(Caribbean Country Department General
Manager of the In te r -Ame rican
Development Bank –ID); Professor Michael
Taylor of the University of the West Indies
(UWI)
Finally, we were all very pleased with the
international camaraderie that was evident
at the Conference and social events and the
quality of the technical sessions and training
workshop but also very glad to have the
experience of being in the beautiful setting
of the Hilton Rose Hall Resort-Montego
Bay, among the friendly Jamaican people and
enjoying wonderful local cuisine.

Interested in attending an upcoming Workshop?

Be sure to bookmark the
CaribDA Event Calendar
https://www.caribda.com/calendar

For workshop photos check out
CaribDA’s Photo Gallery online at:

Newsletter and Website Banner Advertising Space is available
Please contact publications@caribda.com for more information.

https://www.caribda.com/gallery

Workshop Recap - Montego Bay, Jamaica
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By: Jerry J. Matteo, Water Tech Sales and Consulting, Inc.

“RO Design and Operating Costs”
Thank you attendees, sponsors, and presenters at our most recent Workshop, “RO
Design and Operating Costs”, held Monday October 8, 2018 at the Hilton Rose Hall
Resort Montego Bay, Jamaica, in cooperation with the CWWA Annual Conference.
26 persons participated in this lively technology exchange from 8 countries and
islands, including Jamaica, Antigua-Barbuda, Trinidad-Tobago, US Virgin Islands,
Barbados, Puerto Rico, and USA mainland. We appreciate your interaction and
interest, and welcome those that are new members to CaribDA.
This is the second of the annual CaribDA - CWWA pre-conference Workshops that
will be held each October at CWWA’s Annual Conference to help optimize logistics,
travel, time, and costs for participants.
Special thanks to our Workshop presenters, Simon Bae - LG Chem, Applications
Engineering Manager; Ed Closuit - Haliant Technologies, President; and Liliana Munoz
- IDE Technologies, Sales and Business Development Manager for your time,
expertise, and invaluable technical content.
Workshop topics included RO fundamentals, RO membrane performance, RO
system design considerations, RO performance optimization through unique RO
instrumentation and data reporting, UF system design and applications, and RO brine
minimization and recovery.
And, we are pleased to recognize our Workshop sponsors Haliant Technologies,
contact Dennis Greco, and PWT contact David Maingot, for their generous support
of the Workshop. Haliant Technologies manufactures water treatment equipment
and systems in Florida, USA, including RO, UF, pre-treatment, softener, filter, and
other. PWT develops and distributes chemicals for membrane treatment systems.
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By: Bob Oreskovich, American Water Chemicals, Inc.

“Seawater RO Operator Efficiencies & Troubleshooting”
A great group of operations personnel joined together this past
October 30th & 31st on Grand Cayman, Cayman Islands to attend
the CaribDA workshop entitled: “Seawater RO Operator
Efficiencies & Troubleshooting”. The first afternoon covered a
tour of the two main membrane treatment facilities of the multiple
membrane plants operated on Grand Cayman by Cayman Water
and the Water Authority - Cayman. The second day of the
workshop was held in the Training room of the local Chamber of
Commerce, conveniently located nearby the host hotels. It
included morning and afternoon sessions covering subjects on the
following: Becoming a more Efficient Plant Manager and a session
on Membrane Cleaning. The former session presented by Bob
Oreskovich of American Water Chemicals, Inc.; the latter morning
session covered membrane cleaning by David Maingot of PWT
Chemicals. The morning session concluded with Alain Mokbel of
Dow Water & Process Solutions discussing Membrane Operations
& Optimization for Small Desal Systems and Giancarlo Barassi of
FEDCO on Pumping Equipment Selection & Efficiency in R/O
Applications.
The afternoon session kicked off with Mr. Paul Fanner of Miya on
Non-Revenue Water (NRW) Reduction partnered with RO
Projects – A Win/Win for All Stakeholders. An interesting account
of how unaccountable water can cost a water supplier with a
review of the investment to curtail NRW. The second day’s
sessions concluded with a very well attendee involvement with the
panel of speakers for the Workshop on Operations & Distribution
Lessons Learned. All very well-spoken presentations with excellent
feedback involvement from the session registrants.

For more great
workshop photos
check out
CaribDA’s
Photo Gallery
online at:

https://
www.caribda.com/
gallery

On behalf of CaribDA, I would like to thank all of our Speakers
plus each of the two Major Sponsors: Consolidated Water Co. Ltd.
& Water Authority – Cayman as well as the Lunch Sponsor PWT
Chemicals and the following Break Sponsors: American Water
Chemicals, Inc.; the DOW Chemical Company; Fluid Equipment
Development Company (FEDCO) and LG Chem.
If you did not have the opportunity to attend this Workshop, we
hope to see you all next Spring as plans continue for more training
workshops, the next one possibly in the Bahamas next year. For
further details on CaribDA membership and to keep up with
training at our website, please go to: https://www.caribda.com/

Membership Update
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Welcome New Members!
Frank Armas
Cayman Water Company

Manuel Eden
Cayman Water Company

Simon Bae
LG Water Solutions

Luis Eden
Cayman Water Company

Chris Bailey

Steve Effs

Claude Banfield

Ainsworth Ennis

Maiti Bansse

Marvin Francisca

Allenger McLaughlin
Water Authority-Cayman

Keith Beneby

Andrew Fredericks

Irvin Moeniralam

Joseph Bichler
IEQ Industries

Jared Fulton

Nigel Mohammed
Desalination Company of
Trinidad and Tobago Limited

Leslie Bryan

Rich Garnaat
IEQ Industries

Maritza Muller

Ian Cameron

Joani Gill
IEQ Industries

Barrington Murphy

Jason Chung

Franklin Girigorie

Alberto Clarke
Cayman Water Company

Ken Gokool

Edward Closuit

Nigel Gomez
Desalination Company of
Trinidad and Tobago Limited

John Curtis
Seven Seas Water Corporation

Dennis Greco
Radchiv Guy

Franklin de Azevedo Filho
Omar Harley
Water Authority-Cayman
Cedric Hudson
Damian Delev
Mascara NT

Jason Seymour
Water Authority-Cayman

Richard Maxfield

Gilmar Sprok

Shannon McCarthy
International Desalination
Association (IDA)

Shannon Stewart

Jesus Pino
Cayman Water Company

Robert Swaby
Cayman Water Company
Andrew Symonette
Maxime Therrillion
Mascara NT
Shawn Thomas
Manuel Thomaz
Consolidated Water Co. Ltd.
Matthew Thompson
Cayman Water Company
Audrey Tion-A-Loi

Jessica Pyfrom
Silas Turnquest

Cade Darling

Diana de Meza

Noemi Kis

Andre Ramrattan
Desalination Company of
Trinidad and Tobago Limited
Dotan Reich
Catalina Reyna
Helbert Rodriguez
Cayman Water Company

Francis Vaillancourt
Godfrey Waugh
Permastore Tanks & Silos/Waugh
Construction (Bahamas) Ltd.
Julian Wolliston
Jad Ziolkowska

Gregory Rosalia

Milton Donaldson

Lawrence Jaskaran
Desalination Company of
Trinidad and Tobago Limited

Ashok Duggal
H2O Caribe L.L.C.

Naomi Jones
PWT/H2O Innovation

Odean Samuels

Armando Ebanks
Cayman Water Company

Egberto Josephina

Paul Scott

Elleston Kennedy

Raycelli Seferina

Eugene Rozenbaoum
LG Water Solutions

Linda Zupon
Fluence Corp. LTD.
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CaribDA Upcoming Events
TBD 2019
CaribDA Workshop
Bahamas

May TBD 2020
CaribDA 2020 Biennial Conference & Expo.
Bahamas/Barbados/Cancun

Be sure to bookmark the
CaribDA Event Calendar

Visit CaribDA online for upcoming events at www.caribda.com/calendar

https://www.caribda.com/calendar

IDA Updates
By: Shawn Meyer-Steele, H2OProfessionals, LLC
IDA World Congress 2019
Dubai, October 20-24 / Crossroads to Sustainability

Creating Resilient Solutions to Water Needs – Santa
Margarita, Italy- May 12-14 2019

IDA is excited to announce that the 2019 World Congress is
coming to Dubai, United Arab Emirates (UAE) from 20-24
October with the Dubai Electricity & Water Authority (DEWA)
set to host the Congress at the Dubai World Trade Center.

The International Desalination Association is pleased to announce
its third Action4Good International Conference titled “Creating
Resilient Solutions to Water Needs”, held at the Grand Miramare
Hotel, located on the beautiful Corniche of Santa Margherita
Portofino, Italy from May 12-14, 2019.

The biennial IDA World Congress is the world’s most anticipated
and prestigious desalination and water reuse event. The flagship
event returns to Dubai after its highly successful 2009 World
Congress. Dubai, amid preparation for the World Expo 2020, is
the epitome of a modern city that recognizes the necessity of
pioneering water technology. The leaders of the water industry will
converge and connect to develop business opportunities,
ex-change ideas, share knowledge about cutting edge technologies
and their progress towards a sustainable future. Attended by public
and private sector leaders, researchers, and academics in the fields
of desalination, water reuse, energy, environment and project
finance, the Congress will consist of panel discussions, an
exceptional technical program, an industry driven exhibition,
unparalleled net-working opportunities, and specialized workshops.

Recent IDA Events

The International Desalination Association (www.idadesal.org) is a
non-profit association that serves more than 2,600 core members
in 60 countries and reaches an additional 4,000 affiliate members.
Its membership comprises scientists, end-users, engineers,
consultants and researchers from governments, corporations and
academia. IDA is associated with the United Nations as part of a
growing international network of non-governmental organizations
(NGOs).

IDA International Water Reuse and Recycling
Conference, June 24-27, 2018, in Valencia, Spain.
“Making Every Drop Count”
This landmark conference, which includes plenary, panel and
technical sessions on advanced technologies for water reuse and
recycling in industrial and municipal applications, was presented in
collaboration with IDA’s Spanish Affiliate AEDyR with support from
our European Affiliate EDS. It was conducted under the patronage
of the Spanish Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries, Food, and
Environment.

About CaribDA
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Our Mission

Our Vision

Our Region

The Caribbean Desalination Association
(CaribDA), is committed to the development
and promotion of the appropriate use of
desalination, desalination technology and
water reuse in the Caribbean region in
particular. We endeavor to achieve these
goals by sharing desalination experiences,
late st technologica l a nd reg ional
advancements, knowledge, resources and
best practices. We will focus the region on all
new opportunities available to promote
efficient and cost effective solutions for
desalination and water reuse and to achieve
highest reliability and water quality.

To be the Caribbean platform where
members can share experiences, knowledge
and resources on desalination, desalination
technology or water reuse and to promote
its appropriate use. This, to contribute to the
social and economic development of the
Caribbean region and to increase the quality
of life of inhabitants of the Caribbean and to
contribute to the safeguarding of our
environment.

CaribDA primarily represents the Greater
Caribbean, which includes all the islands’
members in the Caribbean and their
neighboring countries. We seek to serve
larger zones of countries that border the
Greater Caribbean, such as those on the
Atlantic and Caribbean coasts of Venezuela,
Columbia, Mexico and Florida.

Board of Directors
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
Member

Term

Shawn Meyer-Steele
(President)

2018-2020

Karlene Singh
(Vice President)

2018-2020

Paul Choules
(Treasurer)

2018-2020

Monica Boodhan
(Secretary)

2018-2020

Company

Phone

Consolidated Water Co. Ltd.

The University of Trinidad and Tobago

Email

305-859-2329

smsteele@h2oprofessionals.com

345-814-1932

ksingh@cwco.com

281-687-7651

pchoules@water-cycle.co

868-642-8888

monicaboodhan@gmail.com

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Member

Term

Company

Phone

Email

Jerry Matteo
Mario Mondo
Bob Oreskovich
Justin Providence
Lauren Thomas
Mario Trevino

2018-2020
2018-2020
2018-2020
2018-2020
2018-2020
2018-2020

Water Tech Sales and Consulting, Inc.
Seven Seas Water Corporation
American Water Chemicals, Inc.

787-601-6699
813-818-4004
813-240-0215

Avista Technologies, Inc.

340-690-4846
760-744-0536

jmatteo@watertechgroup.com
mmondo@7seaswater.com
boreskovich@membranechemicals.com
justin@mustique.vc
lauren@swellmarketingservices.com
mtrevino@avistatech.com

CaribDA Newsletter
The Publications & Communications Committee invites you
to contribute to the newsletter in the following ways:


Share your desalination and water reuse experiences




Have your company or plant featured

Promote your company and products through advertising


Join our Committee!

Contact ksingh@cwco.com or publications@caribda.com

2409 SE Dixie Hwy., Stuart, FL 34996 USA
P: 772-781-8507 | E: publications@caribda.com

Web: www.caribda.com

